
19.1130.01000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

01/18/2019

Bill/Resolution No.: SB 2328

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Expenditures $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Appropriations $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties $0 $0 $0

Cities $0 $0 $0

School Districts $0 $0 $0

Townships $0 $0 $0

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

This bill transfers the authority of the Agricultural Products Utilization Commission from chapter 54-60.3 to title 4.1 
(Agriculture).

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

This bill transfers the statutory authority of the Agricultural Products Utilization Commission from the Commerce 
Department to the agriculture commissioner (North Dakota Department of Agriculture/NDDA).

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

N/A

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

N/A

Note: The bill limits administrative expenses for the program to 10 percent of the funds appropriated to the 
commission by the Legislature. NDDA will request 1 FTE for administrative support for the program in SB 2009 
(agriculture commissioner's budget bill).



C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

N/A

Note: The agriculture commissioner supports the base level (17-19 biennium) authority for the Agricultural Products 
Utilization Commission line item in HB 1018.

Name: Junkert/Baumiller

Agency: Agriculture

Telephone: 328-2231

Date Prepared: 01/24/2019
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the agricultural products utilization commission; and to the agricultural products 
utilization commission; and to provide a report. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Att. # 1-5 

 
Chairman Klein: Opened the hearing on SB 2328. A quorum was present.  
 
Doug Goehrig, Agriculture Commissioner: See attachment #1 for testimony in support of 
the bill.  
 
Chairman Klein: Okay we’ve all picked up on the typo there? 
 
Senator Piepkorn: Who reviews and approves the projects? 
 
Doug: There is a commission made up of different appointees, some from the Ag 
Commissioner, some from the governor, some are in statute and outlined where they come 
from specifically. I couldn’t tell you if they were different individuals that have various 
backgrounds, I believe agriculture is probably one of those precursors. They actually review 
the projects, and they are the ones that actually take the vote. The project coordinator or 
director is the one that does all the vetting and makes sure they are compliant with the laws 
that are laid out in statute concerning how they are to approach if it’s even an eligible project. 
So they would actually bring those projects to the commission. The commission then hears 
an oral presentation, ask questions of those that are applying for that project, and then the 
decision is made by the commission. 
 
Senator Piepkorn: It makes sense that it’d be in the Ag department, does this mean that 
you would have more oversight and a closer knowledge of the projects being funded by 
APUC? 
 
Doug: I don’t believe so. I don’t dispute that the program is running well. It’s just we’ve seen 
a pattern and a history of it always being an afterthought. Almost like the red-headed step 
child.    
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Chairman Klein: What people forget is you are part of that committee that sits down, or a 
designee from your department, as you review these particular groups who come before you 
to ask for or present their idea. You’re always on that committee are you not? 
 
Doug: Yes, I can choose to appoint someone or I can serve myself. So I can have designees. 
I choose to actually participate directly and be involved with this. I think it’s a great program. 
We do a lot of great work. I’m proud of the work that’s been done and I just want to continue 
to see it have that opportunity. When I look back and look back at the fact that so much of 
this in the past was funded agriculture. A lot of farmers, rural citizens, even those that have 
some connection, actually, like the program. They like the opportunity to interact and really 
vet it. Or we get an opportunity to vet a lot of those projects and determine if really they could 
be something more. And we’ve seen a lot of things. I only gave a few demonstrations.  
 
Chairman Klein: You spoke to 180 projects and I know there is a list, do you meet on a 
quarterly basis or as needed? 
 
Doug: We pretty much try to meet in a quarterly fashion, maybe it ends up being every four 
months. It depends on the amount of projects that are being applied for. And with the amount 
of funding that we’ve had previously. It’s kind of limited how many times we can actually 
meet. I would also say some discussions with the Bank of North Dakota, they’ve thrown a 
bone into towards APUC and I think it’s quite nice. They would actually, with the blessing 
from the legislature, put in $4 million from their capital to help fund APUC.  
 
Chairman Klein: I know there’s a ton of great ideas out there, are they somewhat screened 
before they get to the committee? We have someone from Wells county who often talks of 
the meetings he has to attend? Is it pre-sorted? Is it somewhat screened and then you just 
make a decision whether their good or bad? 
 
Doug: Correct, we’ve probably over the years, I don’t have the numbers, but the fact that I’ve 
been here ten years, we’ve probably had close to three hundred that have applied for those 
funds and looked for the support from the commission. And those are the ones that actually 
came to the commission. There’s a lot of others that are actually weeded out. And we heard 
this when someone comes forward and says we tried applying for the funds but I guess we’re 
not eligible. In those situations, the director has the ability to point them down different paths. 
Maybe there’s programs over in Commerce that might fit for them, maybe there isn’t anything 
concerning what they’re actually asking for but in many respects they get a fair shake. They 
get a chance to meet the commissioners, talk about their projects, we get a chance to ask 
questions. And we have told many no, I would say maybe a third.   
 
Senator Piepkorn: I am a consumer of three of the four that you mentioned. My favorite of 
which is Bessy’s Best Milk. From down there in Sterling I think. And also excited about the 
Black Leg Ranch utilizing my business the event center, but also the grazing techniques and 
the rotational grazing implemented down there on the cattle. Good to see those too.   
 
Chairman Klein: There has been some question on the funding source, but I believe the 
attorney general has backed us up and said we’re in compliance with the gas tax refund? Is 
that what was being challenged last fall? 
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Doug: I don’t have all the details on that. And I believe there probably is one person in this 
room that has a long history with APUC and its funding and how some of that has transpired 
over the years.  
 
Chairman Klein: It might be me but I don’t remember it all. I’ve been there for a lot of APUC 
discussions because the whole idea was to provide opportunity during those tough years 
when we were trying to create employment, provide something for the youth to stay. There 
was a lot of ideas and I think this was a result of that. Trying to provide more opportunity for 
us, so I guess that’s. I guess we’ve kind of talked about in general what it does the question 
being why is it important to go back to your department? 
 
Doug: I would just say it has nothing to do with how the program has been run. I think it’s 
just a matter of watching a pattern and history here, that there’s just no on championing it 
and quite frankly, internally I don’t think its good business to have your directors stand up 
and oppose what the administration or what the commerce commissioner wants and needs 
to do concerning their budget.  
 
Chairman Klein: So what you’re saying it’s easier to be elected than a member of the cabinet 
kind of running the show.  
 
Doug: I think it’s better if everybody has an opportunity to come forward and actually be 
heard.  
 
(14:50)Dan Wogsland, Executive Director, North Dakota Grain Growers Association: 
See attachment #2 for testimony in support of the bill.   
 
Chairman Klein: Have you ever had an opportunity to sit before this APUC group and listen 
to the discussions? 
 
Dan: No I have not. But I do know that friends of mine have been on the board in the past 
and the things that they do have been tremendous. Anytime you have the opportunity to put 
value added into North Dakota agriculture that’s good for the economy. So I applaud what 
they do. and they do good things  
 
Phil Murphey, North Dakota Soybean Growers Association: testified in support of the bill. 
I simple have a me too. We think there’s synergy to be had with bringing APUC back home 
to the Ag department. We’re looking for good support there.  
 
(16:25)Chairman Klein: Do you have any members, soybeans are in a lot of products, 
anything happening in North Dakota along that line? Or is this more your national group 
working on new and innovative ideas to expand the use of soybeans? 
 
Phil: We certainly do have a lot of ideas cooking for value added. We’d love to see the fresh 
plant happen for instance and some good things could happen from that. We’ve had some 
market disruptions and that would help.  
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(17:37)John Schneider, Executive Director, Agriculture Products Utilization 
Commission: See attachment #3 for testimony in opposition to the bill. See attachment #4 
for additional testimony submitted to the committee.  
 
(23:44)Chairman Klein: Who sits on the board and how are they appointed? 
 
John: It’s a nine member board, five of them are appointed by the governor, two of them are 
the Ag commission or his designee and appointed by the Ag commissioner. The president of 
NDSU by legislation, and the department of commerce commissioner or a designee. And 
then the staff is made up of me, who I am the executive director, and then a grant 
administrator who does other things in commerce.  
 
Chairman Klein: How long have you been APUC director? You’ve had a few titles in the 
department but you’ve done this APUC thing for a few years now? 
 
John: I started with APUC and commerce in 2001 so I’ve been there going on 18 years.  
 
Chairman Klein: Were you there when APUC got moved from the Ag commissioner’s office 
to commerce?  
 
John: I was not, I think as I was sitting and listening to the testimony, I think that was over 
20 years ago that it was in the, because Commerce has been around for 18 years so it would 
be over 20 years since it was in Ag.  
 
Chairman Klein: The reason this would be a bad idea is your suggestion because working 
with the department you have other doors across the hall that would help facilitate these 
companies moving forward with their projects because of your interactions with other 
agencies or offices within your department that could help these people with their financing 
and other ideas? I’m looking for why it really needs to stay there.  
 
John: Yes, that is why but if I can give you a longer answer? Actually the reason we feel it 
should stay in commerce is because it’s part of a system that we’ve created. So we have a 
business developer sitting in the room right now. He’s the value added business developer. 
When a client comes to us, we determine the path of commercialization. It’s not just about 
taking a program, one specific program and giving them a grant. It’s about how do we make 
these projects successful and so it’s not just within our doors at commerce its other agencies. 
It could be the Bank of North Dakota, it could be New Jobs Training, it could be a variety of 
programs. We sit down and we walk them through that continuum. APUC is a part of that 
and it makes the flow and it one stop yes, easier, but it also helps programs sit down and 
look at the long-term continuum. So that’s why we feel it’s a good fit and it’s a good fit for 
companies and value added companies in the state.  
 
Chairman Klein: So you think if your nametag said Ag commissioner’s office you wouldn’t 
have that ability to, you would be somewhat slowed up in your project development? Is that 
what I’m hearing?  
 
John: I feel that it’s part of a systems approach. I don’t think anybody knows how it would 
work within the Ag department because it’s before my time. I’m just saying, it works where it 
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is, it’s part of a system and we’ve been successful, and so I think the feeling at commerce is 
we’re trying to fix something that isn’t broken.   
 
Chairman Klein: And we’re trying to remember how, it may have been a real successful 
program before, what happened happened for a variety of reason but… 
 
Senator Burckhard: It says here that this would ensure less overhead enabling more money 
to get where it belongs. Then that’s because? Why would it ensure less overhead? 
 
John: What we mean by that is, currently there are no FTEs assigned to the APUC program, 
when we recently reorganized at Commerce, those duties got divided up. And so I’m still the 
executive director by I have another title there. We also but beyond that we still have a priority 
of APUC, and the people that are involved with it have a role. We have people at Commerce 
that do other grant programs, so when we added this, this was part of what they do. And so 
we have the accountability piece that the legislature put in place, anybody that gets $25,000 
more. We have that system put in place so that we evaluate it for three years after it gets 
funding. We have people that administer the grant, it’s a process. So we don’t assign large 
dollars to administration because we can absorb it within the Commerce department.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: Looking at your budget in the back, you say the Bank of North Dakota 
has been a long-term partner but your funding sources are listed as the general fund, carry 
over funds, gas tax funds, special funds, I don’t see Bank of North Dakota in there. It appears 
as though, is the Bank of North Dakota supplanting all these other funds, since there is not 
money in the general fund is this a shifting of funding resource?  
 
John: That’s exactly right. When I said our long-term partner I meant, Bank of North Dakota 
has been a long-term partner within commerce. They’re pretty much involved in everything 
we do at commerce. We really tick and tock back and forth with the Bank of North Dakota. 
To answer more directly, on the financing yes last biennium they removed the general fund 
appropriation, as you know we do not get any of the gas tax, we get a very small percentage, 
they took that out of the funding. So we were left solely with the state mill and elevator. They 
left the authority and I hate to get into the weeds with this, they left the authority there but 
there weren’t funds tied to it. So there was $2-3 million it looked like APUC was collecting, 
but we’ve only collected $700,000 to date.  
 
Chairman Klein: That gas tax thing, I mean there’s not many gas tractors out there anymore 
and we saw that coming some years ago as we were working on the counter cyclical issue 
with the ethanol folks. The FTE issue at the department? You’ve taken quite a hit when the 
state’s revenues and resources declined a bit. You want to just mention? You’ve picked up 
some of the slack? How many FTEs are you down in the last two sessions?  
 
John: I cannot answer that question directly. One of the things we did was we reorganized 
and shifted resources. We looked at a reshifting and prioritizing within commerce I know our 
numbers are down and I’m looking in the crowd to see…. 
 
Chairman Klein: Well if I remember at one of the budget section meetings we had like ten 
employees that took an early buyout. Were those replaced or did you not need to replace 
them? Are you just running things more streamlined?  
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John: Some of those employees have been replaced doing different functions, reprioritizing 
so they’re in a different area. But the exact number, currently, we had 66 appropriated in 
2017-19 for the 19-21 executive budget there’s 60.8.  
 
(34:33)Mason Sisk, Economic Development Association of North Dakota: see 
attachment #5 for testimony in opposition to the bill.  
 
Chairman Klein: So your thoughts are the Ag commissioner’s office is run inefficiently and 
ineffectively? Cause being effective and efficient run in this department, we know the Ag 
commissioner runs many many programs effectively and efficiently, why wouldn’t he run this 
one the same? 
 
Mason: I don’t mean to say that it would be inefficiently run, it just more goes back to fixing 
something that isn’t broken. Because its already being run efficiently. I didn’t mean to apply 
that it wouldn’t be run efficiently in the Ag department.   
 
Chairman Klein: You wouldn’t imply then that we’d be losing opportunities that the Ag 
commissioner would be allowing opportunities to slip through because of his inefficient and 
ineffective work cause that’s another line, lost opportunities for producers? 
 
Mason: Right and I’m more referring to other opportunities and programs within the 
department of commerce that they can then take advantage of, just become it might be 
moved to the Ag department doesn’t mean they can’t go use those other programs in 
commerce, it just having a one stop shop for all of these economic development programs, 
like we heard in previous testimony. They run them through a system, they’ve got a strategy 
that allows them to look at every program or opportunity and kind of moving it to another 
department might make it more difficult.  
 
Chairman Klein: We also heard from only two of the producer groups that it would be a wise 
move, to move it to the Ag department so we have to weigh those issues back and forth here. 
How would we explain to them that it wouldn’t be a wise move, now that they’ve heard all the 
testimony so they’d help support us on a motion to keep it where it is? 
 
Mason: I think from EDND’s perspective, department of commerce has been a really 
valuable partner and it’s just been something that shouldn’t need to be fixed. Just keeping all 
these economic development programs in one department allows businesses the opportunity 
for utilizing those programs.  
 
(38:50)Chairman Klein: Closed the hearing on SB 2328.  
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the agricultural products utilization commission; and to the agricultural products 
utilization commission; and to provide a report. 
 
Minutes:  

 
Chairman Klein: Opened the committee work session on SB 2328. All members were 
present. From what I’ve been able to tell, there are a lot of warm and fuzzies about moving 
APUC back to the Dept. of Ag but not so much about the trade office. So we will just have 
you guys tell us a bit about each of these again and then we’ll go from there.  
 
Tom Bodine, Deputy Commissioner, Dept. of Agriculture: One of the things that was 
going into talking about APUC and trade was right before our budget, when we were going 
through budgets, we looked at the programs the commissioner has the pleasure to serve as 
a member of, both on APUC and the North Dakota Trade Office. Over the last couple years, 
how these programs have benefitted North Dakota, especially investing in those two areas; 
successful programs that the commissioner looked at the support of the recommended 
budget coming out of commerce. Which it looked at quite a bit of increase but in these two 
particular programs, there was not as much request or staying at the baseline. The 
commissioner feels strongly in continuing to invest in these programs and that’s one of the 
reasons why he asked to move them. And at the time, all agencies are going through and 
last legislative session, it was one of those where all of us had to make tough choices, one 
thing about the Ag department, we’ve had a good history of looking at continuing to support 
groups outside the department, we made a lot of cuts internally but we continued to fund 
those. When it came to the Trade office, it was cut last session and going into this one we 
looked at another 20% cut in revenue going towards that public private partnership and 
supporting those efforts, especially when it comes to trade. The commissioner has run on 
trade, he serves different committees but he also understands that the trade office has a 
huge part in investing and continuing to move products out of the state. So that was a lot of 
the reasons why.  
 
Senator Roers: Is there other things other than agriculture products that are in this bill? That 
you’re looking at moving under your care, custody, and control? 
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Tom: With this bill it just talks about the dollars that are in support to go to the trade office.  
 
Chairman Klein: Let’s stay on 2328, APUC. We’ll do it one at a time.  
 

Tom: APUC, that would be moving that particular program from Commerce over to the North 
Dakota Department of Agriculture to administer.  

 
Chairman Klein: APUC deals with what? 
 
Tom: A number of things, growing businesses in North Dakota. I’ve had the pleasure to serve 

for the commissioner before, looked at doing business plans, looking at a feed lot, a sales barn. 
They asked for dollars to look at the economic study to see the feasibility of bringing in a business 
to the particular area.  

 
Chairman Klein: The words agriculture in the title would suggest that’s what APUC does? 
 
Tom: Yes.  
 
Vice Chairman Vedaa: Can you give us an example of anything within APUC that doesn’t 

have to do with agriculture?  
 
Tom: For the most part everything falls under agriculture and growing manufacturing as well 

as businesses when it pertains to agriculture.  
 
Chairman Klein: Just for everyone’s sake that wasn’t there, in defense the Commerce 

department spoke about they’re one door at Commerce that works with APUC and then they 
have numerous doors in the hallway that they can share these business opportunities with more 
of what they believe as a flow, when someone comes with an idea. And how would the Ag. 
Department respond to that?  

 
Tom: Good question. For example, we do run the Pride of Dakota program, which we have 

over 500 businesses in the state that do some type of manufacturing. When it gets to a certain 
level, we still have the opportunity to work with other agencies especially when it comes to 
primary sector. So even though we would administer programs, when it comes to certain levels 
we work with the tax department, commerce department to look at different opportunity or 
programs the state offers so that wouldn’t change. That relationship would still occur between 
agencies. And that’s only a good thing for us, because we don’t want, especially in a particular 
area, we would want to utilize all the areas of the state. So even if commerce has it, I’ve been 
on trip to try to recruit a company in North Dakota. So from there it was the tax department, Bank 
of North Dakota, Commerce and Ag department. All of us are on those efforts jointly to be able 
to recruit businesses into North Dakota.  

 
James Leiman, Director of Economic Development and Finance, Workforce, North 

Dakota Department of Commerce: I spoke with the Ag Commissioner after the last time we 
testified here, and we will be working on some joint initiatives with respect to how we manage 
the Trade Office and our trade missions. Second, Tom and I have actually gone on a trip 
together. So there is validity there. There is a nexus naturally between Ag, value added ag, 
energy, as well as the Ag department, and Commerce. There are a number of efficiencies that 
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we can discover, agency to agency, that said although it looks like we didn’t put anything in the 
budget for APUC we did plan out funds with Bank of North Dakota prior to that to where we came 
to a $4 million number. So it’s not that we felt like we were neglecting the number, it was just 
coming from a different source and we were waiting for certain data to come to fruition before 
we took advantage of that. Just wanted to reiterate why we feel like it should stay with 
Commerce, when you look at Commerce there are three main themes: we’re community 
builders, we’re workforce developers, and we’re economic developers. This transcends larger 
communities like Minot, Grand Forks, and Fargo, but also Fessenden and Velva. When I was a 
small town city administrator, I needed that cohesive protection, granted I live on the East side 
of the Red River so it would’ve been Minnesota. But if they had not come to us as a collective 
team and a cohesive team with all this programmatic activity, we couldn’t realize the full 
efficiencies nor programs that were offered by the state. We feel like with Commerce, it’s like a 
car, and if you don’t have all the moving pieces and parts and you strip a tire, suddenly that care 
isn’t going to move as effectively or efficiently. We see APUC in itself as one of those tools, for 
20 years, we’ve effectively administered it. We’ve passed every audit; we’ve done it with fewer 
than one FTE because we have a collective value added agriculture staff that’s actively engaged 
as well as the nexus areas that I mentioned earlier. But more importantly, APUC does fund 
programs, in Velva for example, there’s a company called Black Butte Adventures which is a 
tourism company, that took advantage of that program; or Minot and within Minot, we funded a 
study for intermodal, and frankly working with the DOT, we’re getting ready to do another study 
on the north end so we can really truly realize that full capacity and we want APUC to continue 
to be a part of that transportation initiative. In Fargo, we look at Ag tech initiatives or even the 
precision ag nexus in Grand Forks with UAS. So whether it’s a small town here, or a larger 
community, APUC has its influence in areas such as tourism, value added ag, and for our exports 
to be the most competitive, I know we’re talking about APUC as well as what we produce here 
in the state, we are of the belief that that continuum of services needs to stay in Commerce to 
ensure that it maintains that outward facing tourism, agriculture, like I said there’s that nexus 
with energy, we paid for a study for carbon capture, in order to facilitate a greenhouse, so there’s 
a little bit more to APUC than agriculture, I know it’s in the name and I know 20 years ago it was 
there and we respect what the agricultural department does, again we work very closely with 
them, we also appreciate the leadership of Commissioner Goehring, but fundamentally 
speaking, we think for it to achieve its maximum efficiency and effectiveness, over that 20 year 
period it’s been demonstrated at Commerce, we feel like it should stay there..  

 
Chairman Klein: Closed the committee work session on SB 2328.  
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Relating to the agricultural products utilization commission; and to the agricultural products 
utilization commission; and to provide a report. 
 
Minutes: 
 
Chairman Klein: Opened the committee work session on SB 2328. All members were 
present.  
 
Chairman Klein: So this morning once again we had people tell us about moving APUC 
back under the jurisdiction of the Ag commissioner.  
 
Vice Chairman Vedaa: Do Pass.   
 
Senator Kreun: Seconded.  
 
Chairman Klein: any discussion?  
 
Senator Piepkorn: I just think both can reside in the commerce department. I think the inline 
of contention was a reduction of that baseline which to me was resolved in testimony and it 
seems like they go hand in hand. I don’t know all the duties of the Ag commissioner; I know 
he’s got a lot on his plate. And I think the way agriculture is proceeding and its importance in 
trade and it sounds like they’re working together. And this new guy James is making some 
trips with the Ag department. And I think it’s just good where it is.  
 
Chairman Klein: I think that’s on the trade side and let’s focus on the APUC side here.   
 
Senator Piepkorn: Well regardless I think they both can reside in the commerce department. 
 
Chairman Klein: I’ve said numerous times that I believe it’s well suited for the Ag 
commissioner.  
 
A Roll Call Vote Was Taken: 4 yeas, 2 nays, 0 absent.   
 
Motion Carried.  
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Vice Chairman Vedaa will carry the bill.  
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APUC MARKETING AND UTILIZATION:  
ANCHOR INGREDIENTS CO. LLC

The main objective of Anchor Ingredients’ APUC grant was to help 
expand the market for North Dakota-grown-and-processed pulse 
and specialty crops. Anchor Ingredients also sought to enhance its 
presence as a market leader for these products.  

To achieve this, Anchor Ingredients deployed capital to expand 
operations by adding multiple facilities in North Dakota, including 
Anchor’s new pea fractionation plant. The plant utilizes the  
latest production technology and adheres to industry-leading  
food safety guidelines.  

APUC funds were used by the Anchor sales team to participate in 
trade shows to connect with new potential customers, create brand 
recognition for Anchor Ingredients and introduce its expanded 
operation to national and international markets.

“The most profound impact this grant has had on Anchor Ingredients 
was realizing how important a proactive marketing campaign is and 
how much of a meaningful impact it can have on a growing business,” 
Seth Novak of Anchor Ingredients said. “As the sales team travels 
throughout the U.S. and around the world attending trade shows and 
visiting customers, it continues to hear that the market is very receptive 
to North Dakota-grown commodities.”
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OUTDOOR MEETING VENUE
Black Leg Ranch
Jay Doan, McKenzie

Grant Amount: $26,250 
Total Budget: $72,716 

Black Leg Ranch (McKenzie) is requesting $52,715 to build an outdoor space  
and meeting area . This meeting space will overlook native grasslands and  
prairie flowers . 

STUMP LAKE LODGE
Chris Ahl, Lakota

Grant Amount: $21,294 
Total Budget: $47,439 

Stump Lake Lodge – formerly Buckshot Lodge in Lakota – is under new ownership 
by Chris and Anne Ahl and providing lodging and guiding services to hunters, 
anglers, vacationers and other outdoor sports enthusiasts . The Ahls will be making 
the apartment-style units more energy efficient and adding modern amenities like 
flat-screen TVs and Wi-Fi . The new fish cleaning station will be a huge draw .

Guests to Stump Lake Lodge primarily come from North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Minnesota and Wisconsin . The Lakota area is known for its access to great hunting 
with thousands of waterfowl migrating through the area in the fall and also access 
to Devils Lake’s 200,000  acres of outstanding fishing .

NATURE-BASED 
TOURISM
Nature-Based AgriTourism Grants are for enterprises which seek to attract visitors 

to a working farm or ranch, or any agricultural, horticultural or agribusiness 

operation to enjoy, be educated or be involved in activities . Eligible projects include 

but are not limited to farm or ranch tours, hands-on chores, self-harvesting of 

produce, hunting operations, fishing operations located on applicants’ land, bird 

watching, trail rides and corn mazes .

NATURE-BASED TOURISM
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APUC NATURE-BASED AGRI-TOURISM: STUMP LAKE LODGE

An APUC grant “jump started” the process of updating Stump Lake 
Lodge into a lodging destination for hunters and anglers along 
Highway 2 in the Lakota-Devils Lake area.

Stump Lake Lodge really pushes fishing, primarily because of its 
location next to Devils Lake and Stump Lake. The new fish cleaning 
station with a Barracuda fish grinder system will be a great attraction 
for all hunting/fishing enthusiasts. 

Walk-throughs have shown others how the new grinder system works. 
North Dakota Game and Fish plans on installing the same system at 
its various locations throughout the state.

Aside from the main grinder, there will be stainless steel tables, big 
screen TVs and an overall sporting environment that will ensure 
our anglers and bird hunters have an enjoyable experience when 
cleaning game.

“Guests staying at Stump Lake Lodge get a full “apartment-style” 
experience,” Chris Ahl with Stump Lake Lodge said. “Each unit is 
equipped with a fully stocked kitchen, living room, bedrooms and 
multiple closets, as well as plenty of space to park boats and trailers. 
All hunters have access to 2,000 acres of land to hunt deer, coyotes 
or birds. We’ve also teamed up with multiple guides to provide 
flexible and competitive package deals.”
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BUSHEL SOFTWARE

Myriad Mobile, LLC
Amanda Hanson, Fargo

Grant Amount: $50,000 
Total Budget: $62,500 

Myriad Mobile officially launched its new phone mobile ag platform, Bushel, on 
June 21, 2017 . Bushel is the grain industry’s first automated mobile app platform 
for elevators to connect with their growers and deliver real-time actionable 
information via a mobile app . The initial version of Bushel was piloted with North 
Dakota-based elevator network The Arthur Companies, which serve more than 
350 growers in eight location, and has grown to 12 elevator clients in the Midwest 
and counting . 

In cooperation with APUC, Myriad Mobile is embarking on a commercialization 
project that will bring Bushel to the forefront of ag-tech through Myriad’s 
participation in industry-focused tech conferences and trade shows, which have 
proven to be the largest lead-generator for Bushel by far . Specifically, grant funds 
will be utilized for trade shows and conferences . 

A variety of marketing efforts will be used to bring the product to the market . 
Activities include, but are not limited to, trade shows, event sponsorships, video 
production, photography, search engine marketing/optimization, traditional mail 
campaigns, trade publication advertising, association memberships, content 
marketing, public relations, media releases and outbound/inbound sales activities .

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY

 AGCINECT
Plains Mobile, Inc .
Jon Richter, Linton

Grant Amount: $10,500
Total Budget: $230,000 

Plains Mobile Inc . is the developer and part owner of AgCinect, which provides cloud-based farm and ranch solutions 
designed by farmers and ranchers for farmers and ranchers . AgCinect is hosted entirely in the cloud, so it is accessible 
from any device . This makes it possible to enter and access valuable data in any location via your laptop, pad or phone . 

The agriculture industry is becoming more complex, so farmers need a tool to help manage their operations . Not every 
operation is run by one person with one income and expense system . Many times, there are partnerships or divisions of a 
farm needing to be reported or analyzed separately . AgCinect allows farmers to break down reports by farm name to give 
clear insight relating to each entity without manual paperwork . Having multi-entity capabilities gives the power to manage 
all partnerships and the control to dial into specific aspects of each farm . Most agriculture apps focus on one aspect or 
area of an operation, AgCinect allows a farmer or rancher to efficiently manage all of their data for all aspects of their 
operation . AgCinect is the first comprehensive agriculture solution in the marketplace bringing together all the business 
needs of the diversified farmer or rancher . With AgCinect, farms can track their per-acre yield, inventory, feedlot inputs, 
calving data and cow herd, as well as accounting requirements like sales, payables, tax information and financials .

APUC TECHNOLOGY:  MYRIAD MOBILE LLC

There’s a software product, homegrown in North Dakota, that’s strengthening the relationship between grain facilities 
and farmers across the United States. Shortly after launching the product, one grain elevator manager said, “I’m 
surprised by the number of farmers who are already saying they can’t live without it. Even older farmers are on board 
with it––hard.” And what is this homegrown tool that farmers (yes, even older farmers) can’t live without? Meet Bushel™. 

Bushel™ is the grain industry’s first software platform delivering real-time information from grain elevators, cooperatives 
and ethanol facilities to their growers; informing better business decisions on both sides. Offered through elevator-
branded apps, Bushel includes real-time scale tickets, contracts, pre-pays, cash bids, eSign, and contract management. 
Headquartered in Fargo, Bushel was developed by Myriad Mobile, an enterprise software technology company focused 
on mobile and web applications.

With the help of a Marketing and Utilization Grant from North Dakota’s Agricultural Products Utilization Commission 
(APUC), Bushel has continued to quickly capture market share across the United States. Since being awarded the 
$50,000 APUC grant in December 2017, Bushel has added nearly 50 new clients to the platform. 

The funding from APUC helped supplement Bushel’s marketing activities. Bushel was able to attend conferences and 
industry specific trade shows, as well as engage in marketing activities that directly expedited market share gains.  

“Our vision for Bushel is to be the number one digital platform for the grain industry that strengthens, and makes more 
efficient, the relationship between grain buyers and growers,” said Jake Joraanstad, Bushel CEO and Co-Founder.
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SPONSORSHIP

SPONSORSHIP

ND FFA FOUNDATION, INC . SPONSORSHIP 2017
North Dakota FFA Foundation
Tamra Maddock, Bismarck

Grant Amount: $300 
Total Budget: $300 

The North Dakota Future Farmers of America (FFA) Foundation supports  
leadership opportunities and activities of its 4,500 members in the state . This 
sponsorship supported of the State FFA Convention June 5-9, 2017, at NDSU 
in Fargo .  Members competed in more than 40 different career development  
and other award areas for the chance to represent the state at the 2017  
National FFA Convention . 
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APUC SPONSORSHIP: NATIONAL COUNCIL OF  
STATE AGRICULTURAL FINANCE PROGRAM

The National Council of State Agricultural Finance Programs 
(NCOSAFP) is a consortium of agricultural financing entities that 
collaborate to provide national representation for states operating 
finance programs for farmers, ranchers and the agricultural industry. 

“The Council provides information about state programs on farm 
finance issues and legislation developing in Washington, D.C.,” 
explains Annette Curl, who serves on the Council’s Board of Directors. 
“NCOSAFP is also involved in the promotion and support of rural 
economic development programs.”

North Dakota hosted the 2015 Annual NCOSAFP Conference in 
Medora and APUC committed to the event’s Platinum Sponsorship 
Level. The two-day conference consisted of presentations by local 
leaders and business owners,and tours of nearby farms, an oil 
rail loading facility and the Dakota Prairie Refinery. The activities 
showcased North Dakota’s robust agricultural, energy and t 
ourism sectors.

“APUC funds supported a conference that highlighted the state’s 
economy and to inform attendees about [our] diverse agriculture, 
tourism and energy industries and how they contribute to the state’s 
economic prosperity,” says Curl. The conference also highlighted  
the ways that North Dakota has created unique export opportunities 
for its goods.
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Agricultural Products Utilization Commission
Director: John F. Schneider
1600 E. Century Avenue, Suite 2, P.O. Box 2057
Bismarck, ND 58502-2057
Phone: 701-328-5350  •  Fax: 701-328-5395
NDAPUC.com
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